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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This paper aims to investigate how talent management is conceptualized and practised within Romanian public sector organizations. Just like their private sector counterparts, public sector organizations need talented employees or high performers to support their operations and enhance public service delivery. However, research on talent management in the public sector, particularly in Eastern European countries, remains limited.

Design/Methodology/Approach: The study was conducted through a series of semi-structured interviews with employees in public sector organizations. The results were analysed using thematic analysis.

Findings: The study reveals that talent management practices in the public sector are still in a nascent state of development. Furthermore, there appears to be a lack of understanding of talent management among HR practitioners, and implementation efforts have yielded less-than-desirable results.

Practical Implications: The results of our study suggest that while talent management practices are widely embraced by a growing number of private sector companies, their conceptualization and implementation in the public sector differ. In the case of Romania, implementation is hindered by the bureaucratic structure of the public sector and the legacy of previous communist regime.

Originality/Value: The study represents one of the initial attempts to investigate the impact of talent management practices in the Romanian public sector, leveraging empirical evidence to support its findings.
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1 Introduction

Whether talent management (TM) applies to public sector organizations (PSO) has piqued the interest of many researchers. Coulson-Thomas (2012), posits that TM applies to all organizational types, including those in the public, as well as their private sector counterparts as it can help them become more adaptable and better-performing organizations (Coulson-Thomas, 2012). In line with this premise, researchers like Glen (2012) have argued that since TM advocates a more comprehensive approach to human resource management, it should be relevant to the public service (Glen, 2012). Researchers have long asserted that TM provides organizations with a systematic process for attracting, identifying, developing, retaining and deploying high-potential individuals who can add value to the organization and enhance its performance (Ansar and Baloch, 2018). By stressing the importance of attracting the right talent for the right jobs, the literature argues that TM enhances the performance of individuals, allowing the organizations with whom they are working to better achieve their objectives and gain a competitive advantage in the market place (Valdescu, 2012).

While there has been an increase in the number of studies on TM, several scholars have pointed out that many of these discourses do not explicitly cover the public sector (Berger and Berger 2011; Cappelli, 2008; Boselie and Thunnissen, 2017). This point was underscored by Thunnissen et al. (2013) who noted that TM research has mostly focused on large multinational organizations with limited attention to the different contextual settings in which some organizations operate (Thunnissen et al. 2013). Delbridge and Keenoy (2010) noted that public sector organizations not only operate under different situational contexts, but they cater to differing interests (Delbridge and Keenoy, 2010). Public sector organizations, the authors stated, are driven by different motivations and operate with more rigid rules and norms (Delbridge and Keenoy, 2010). Notwithstanding this, public sector organizations, like their private sector counterparts, also strive to recruit, retain, reward, and develop their employees to enhance organizational performance (Poocharoen and Lee, 2013). This paper adds to the ongoing discourse given the calls to undertake more examination of this construct within the context of the public sector (Buick et al. 2015). Through the lens of the theory of bureaucracy, this study highlights some pertinent barriers and constraints to TM practices in public sector organizations through empirical data from Romania.

In reviewing the work by Buick et al. (2015) that highlighted some challenges of TM in the public sector, we believe this paper will add value to the ongoing discourse given the calls to undertake more research on this construct within the context of the public sector (Buick et al. 2015). While the literature has a limited number of studies on TM in public sector organizations, our search has not unearthed any prior study that examined the construct within the emerging European country of Romania. This study, therefore, seeks to fill the gap in the literature by exploring TM in public sector organizations at the municipal level. This level of the public sector is selected due
to its close proximity to the people in the community and the collaboration that often takes place between entities at this level and researchers. Our approach is carried out in two steps. First, we examine the extant literature on TM in public sector organizations in an effort to glean some insights from prior investigations of the subject. Second, we present findings from an empirical study conducted in several public sector organizations operating in Romania and then articulate some theoretical and practical implications emanating from these findings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present our literature review. Second, we discuss the theoretical foundation and highlight some differences that separate TM practices in public and private sector organizations. Third, we outline the methodology that was utilized. Finally, we present the findings and discuss them in light of their theoretical and practical implications.

2 Literature review

The conceptualization of talent management has evolved over the years. Lewis and Heckman (2006) posited that it is a human resource practice that focuses on high performing or the talented employees in an organization (Lewis and Hechman, 2006). Collings and Mellahi (2009) viewed it in terms of human resource development, practices and functions (Collings and Mellahi, 2009). Scullion et al. (2010) regarded it as a systematic process for attracting, identifying, developing and retaining those employees who an organization regards as being talents (Scullion et al., 2010). Thus, Ballesteros (2010), opined that the goal of TM is to boost the performance of organizations through the implementation of HR strategies designed to attract, develop and retain individuals who possess the skills needed to meet the current and future needs of the organizations (Ballesteros, 2010). Meyers et al. (2013) regarded it as a branch of human resource management that focuses on those employees who the organization views as talented (Meyers et al., 2013). Tarique and Schuler (2010) asserted that the focus of TM should be on the identification and development of talents, who they liken to high potential and high performing individuals whom the organization regards as crucial to its success (Tarique and Schuler, 2010).

In elaborating on how an organization identify these talents, Buttiens and Hondeghem (2015) conceptualized talent management as “the systematic attraction, identification, development, engagement/retention and deployment of those individuals who are of particular value to an organization” (Buttiens and Hondeghem, 2015, p. 1186). Gadsen et al. (2017) broaden this conceptualization by suggesting that TM may be summed up as the proactive identification and advancement of employees at all organizational levels to help them realize their maximum potential (Gadsen et al., 2017). But, scholars like Powell et al. (2012) have noted the paucity of studies on the construct within the public sector (Powell et al., 2012).
In regards to TM practices in public sector organizations, one definition that was offered by Kravariti and Johnston (2019), is to regard it as “the implementation of key procedures to ensure public sector employees possess the competencies, knowledge and core values in order to address complex contemporary challenges and fulfill public sector strategic objectives for the common good” (Kravariti and Johnston, 2019, p. 8). The public sector is acknowledged as an important employer of talents in many countries (Vladescu, 2012). They operate largely as non-profit organizations and are generally renowned for the job security offered to workers as well as the long tradition of promoting equality and fostering diversity among their employees (Leisink et al. 2013). While both private and public sector organizations face similar challenges in finding the right talent, TM in PSO has been an area that is understudied (Boselie and Thunnissen, 2017).

Some scholars have argued that operationalizing TM in the public sector faces several obstacles (Rana et al. 2013; Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). One obstacle according to Harris and Foster (2010), is that implementing talent management practices that prioritize talented employees may encounter difficulties given the public sector’s pursuit of equity and diversity within its ranks (Harris and Foster, 2010). The issue of how talent management is conceptualized in the public sector was another obstacle raised by Rust and Lesego (2012). Another obstacle highlighted by Grégoire et al. (2015), is the disparities in career and personnel development possibilities within the public sector (Grégoire et al. 2015). Other scholars have asserted that these challenges are even more acute in public sector organizations, given the established hierarchical levels and bureaucratic procedures that are characteristic of many public sector entities (Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). The authors highlighted some of the problems that have plagued HR practitioners in the public sector, including difficulties finding and hiring the right talents as well as concerns with employees’ commitment, engagement, and productivity (Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017).

Public sector organizations are regarded as being complex in their design, facing distinctive challenges relating to their ownership, and multiple stakeholder interests alongside the influence of government, politics, and the public who they are mandated to serve (Leisink et al., 2013). Delbridge and Keenoy, (2010) posited that they operate under different conditions than their private sector counterparts, and are subject to divergent interests and motives, with their own set of rules, logics, and norms (Delbridge and Keenoy, 2010). Rainey (1991) highlighted distinctive differences in organizational roles, structures, and processes of both public and private sector organizations with consequential impact on how HR functions are executed in each (Harel et al., 2001). Solomon noted differences in management perception about HR procedures in public and private organizations (Rainey, 2009). Gould-Williams (2003) stressed differences in managerial practices (Gould-William, 2003). Milkovich and Newman (1990) pointed to differences in the reward systems, appraisal methods and the compensation benefits offered to employees with similar education and skill levels in both groups (Milkovich and Newman, 1990). Vla-
descu (2012) posited that public sector organizations are often plagued by talent drain and shortage and often experience challenges in securing the right talents that they need. Harel et al. (2001) underscored differences in the recruitment and selection strategies of the two types of organizations. Still, another impediment mentioned by Gadsen el al. (2017) is the absence of a commonly agreed definition of who is a talent in the public sector.

In summing up these differences, Knies et al. (2022) suggested that approaches to HR in the public sector have historically been more focused on the welfare of employees than on management’s desire to increase organizational and employee performance (Knies et al., 2022). The authors further explained that public sector organizations have traditionally used HR practices to focus on welfare management and promote equal opportunities, career management, and development, with less focus on performance, compensation, and benefits, when compared to private sector organizations (Knies et al., 2022).

One of the central tenets that has dominated the general discourse on TM practices is how do organizations view and treat individuals they regarded as talent (Meyers and Van Woerkom, 2014). Two diverging views have emerged on this, with different scholars viewing talent as either inclusive or exclusive (Iles et al., 2010; Stahl et al., 2012). Supporters of the exclusive TM viewpoint posit that only a select set of employees within an organization have talent and only these employees should be considered as high potential and high performers (Dries, 2013). Proponents of the inclusive TM viewpoint hold that all employees should be regarded as talents, and it’s the duty of the organization to develop all its employees so that they can take advantage of the opportunities available (Swailes et al., 2014). Researchers have found that while both viewpoints are present in private sector organizations, the exclusive viewpoint seems to predominate in public sector organizations (Swailes et al., 2014; Cappelli & Keller, 2014; Anlesinya and Amponsah-Tawiah, 2020).

This difference has been further highlighted by researchers like Gallardo–Gallardo et al. (2013) who have pointed to the different contextual settings of both organizational types (i.e. public or private sector) and have posited that these settings do have an impact and as such should be considered when examining how TM is conceptualized in them (Gallardo –Gallardo et al., 2013). Despite this, in order to improve organizational performance, public sector companies, like their private sector counterparts, also strive to hire, train, reward, and develop their workforce (Poocharoen and Lee, 2013). Given the call for further research on this construct in the context of the public sector from scholars like Buick et al. (2015), this study contributes to the current conversation (Buick et al., 2015). Through the lens of the theory of bureaucracy, this study identifies certain significant impediments and limits to TM practices in public sector organizations through empirical data from Romania. Through the presentation of the findings from this research that was conducted on public sector organizations in Romania, we attempt to close this gap in the literature.
2.1 Talent management in the Romania’s public sector

As noted by Bouckaert et al. (2008), Romania is an emerging economy that is located among Central Eastern European (CEE) countries (Bouckaert et al. 2008). Similar to many of the countries in this region of Europe, Romania has emerged from a communist past where remnants of its socialist past continue to strongly influence some of its current HR and labour practices (Stan and Vancea, 2015). While the Romanian state has cast aside the communist system, embraced a market-led economy, and has started to reform and modernize its economy, the government continues to play a central role in the county’s economy and remains a large employer of labour at both the municipal and central government levels (Cristescu et al., 2013).

Hesitancy among Romanian public workers about reforming many elements of the Romanian work environment to make it more market-oriented has raised doubt about the capacity of public sector managers to implement the HR reforms needed (Profiroiu et al. 2006). Issues relating to the lack of decentralization reforms leading to duplication of work tasks, administrative bottlenecks, as well as lack of cohesion among staff within different public sector departments leading to inconsistent service delivery to the public were some of the factors highlighted (Baba et al., 2007).

The perceived high level of politicization was also identified as another stumbling block affecting the transformation of the public sector into a more professional sector (Sandor and Tripon, 2008). The authors also pointed to the lack of consistency and coherence in the rollout of new HR approaches along with excessive legalism which they viewed as additional impediments to public sector reforms in the country. (Sandor and Tripon, 2008). Other stumbling blocks highlighted were issues relating to staff motivation, poorly thought-out civil service legislation and the general lack of trust within the civil service (Linder, 2011).

Romania adopted the UN 2030 Agenda for sustainable development goals (SDG) and set itself the aim of reducing the development gaps between itself and other EU members (Firoiu et al., 2019). One critical goal within this plan is the development of its human capital, including programmes for public servants and high performers in the government sector (Madar and Neașu, 2020). While there have been ongoing reforms in the public sector in Romania, questions still remain about the pace of implementation, its impact on staff morale as well as its ultimate impact on service delivery to the public. It is the responsibility of public sector managers to promote standards where responsibility and objectivity are equally important (Dumitrescu, 2014). So, while there have undoubtedly been some strides, there still remain several challenges to TM for public sector organizations in Romania as it relates to attracting, developing, rewarding and motivating the right talents needed to improve services to the citizenry. But, while some researchers have acknowledged that progress has been made, arguing that remnants of its communist past and the long tradition of bureaucracy continue to exert influence on the work environment in the public sector (Lonescu and Robertson, 2016).
3 Theoretical foundation

To better understand how TM is operationalized in different contextual settings, researchers advise that we need to both appreciate the contextual setting in which it takes place and how the actions of critical stakeholders and actors are shaped by existing norms, rules and historical practices (Tyskbo, 2021). For this reason, the Theory of Bureaucracy postulated by German sociologist, Karl Emil Maximilian Weber, more commonly known as Max Weber, in 1921 provides an essential framework to explain operations in the public service as well as an appropriate lens through which to conduct our study. As posited by one researcher, Weber’s Theory of Bureaucracy focuses on the organizational structure that divides the organization into hierarchies and creates strong lines of authority and control (Ferdous, 2016).

To the layperson, the word bureaucracy is synonymous with government operations and is often viewed in a less-than-positive light. It conjures negative thoughts of inefficiency, red tape and delays and is often one of the main reasons given for how government works and delivers its services to the public (Goodsell, 2014). But, what is bureaucracy, and how is it relevant to our understanding of how TM is operationalized in the public service? As posited by Im (2016), bureaucracy is not only applicable to government, it also describes the administrative structure of many private-sector companies as well as other non-governmental entities like universities, and hospitals as well as explains how large organizations like the military and police work (Im, 2016). Clegg et al. (2007) noted that bureaucracies have traditionally been thought of as systems created to increase the efficiency of organizational practices and procedures (Clegg et al., 2007). As theorized by Weber, bureaucracy achieves organizational efficiency by enforcing norms and coordination mechanisms that contain instrumental systems intended to rationalize administrative efficiency (Erkoc, 2017). Weber contended that bureaucracy exerts enormous influence over public administration specially and society in general (Im, 2016).

In elaborating on his thesis about bureaucracy, Weber viewed it not as a form of government but as rather as a system of administration carried out continuously by trained professionals according to established rules and regulations (Erkoc, 2017). Weber outlined six commonalities that are characteristic of bureaucratic organizations; (1) hierarchy, (2) division of labour, (3) impersonality, (4) technical qualifications, (5) procedural specifications and (6) continuity (Beetham, 1991). Weber opined that bureaucracies are the ideal organizational type that is rational and efficient, where goals are clear, positions are hierarchically arranged, authority resides in one’s position rather than in the office holder and progressively increases higher up the organization (Beetham, 1991). He further noted that staff are recruited based on their qualifications, promotions are largely determined by seniority and performance, and employees strive to provide a continuous and neutral service to the public (Benington and Moore, 2010).

Lonescu and Robertson (2016), noted that for many European countries, bureaucracy is an important phenomenon that has considerable effects on
both public and private sector organizations (Lonescu and Robertson, 2016). The authors acknowledged the negative connotation normally associated with bureaucracies but argued that an efficient bureaucracy helps prevent disasters and inconveniences to the public due to the stability and certainty that its rules and structures provide. This they argue, is especially crucial for countries transitioning from a socialist to a market-led economy (Lonescu and Robertson, 2016). As noted by Page and Jenkins (2005), bureaucrats performed a pivotal role in policy formulation by first supplying legislators with the crucial information needed for making new laws and once enacted, taking responsibility for the execution and enforcement of these laws (Page and Jenkins, 2005). This point was stressed by Coyne, (2008), who noted that the development of modern society involves overlapping public bureaucratic structures which he argued is necessary for the proper functioning of government (Coyne, 2008).

In summarizing this discourse on bureaucracy, the following conclusions can be drawn from the literature. First, we posit that the theory of bureaucracy impacts how TM is operationalized in public sector organizations and as such, it is crucial to a better understanding of the dynamics of how and why employees act in relation to certain HR practices (Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). Second, TM strategies typically flow from an organization’s business strategies, which in the case of bureaucracies would emanate through the hierarchy down to employees, which is a key tenet of Weber’s Theory of Bureaucracy (Mahmood et al. 2012; McNamara, 2010). Third, despite decades of ideological and structural reforms in the public sector, bureaucracy has survived both in concept and practice and has thus proven its durability due in part to the obedience of civil servants to confirm to its organizational rules (Jackson, 2001). Finally, although the literature on TM practices in public sector organizations is still an understudied area, many tenets of the theory of bureaucracy have been co-opted by other management practices, and thus practices such as written rules, paperwork, punishment, and reward systems are well accepted (Sow, 2019). Additionally, we argue that the public administration model in Romania has several traits common to bureaucratic organizations, including a strict hierarchy, a clear division of labour, and the regular and ongoing performance of these tasks (Ghindar, 2009). As a result, this lens offers a useful prism through which to view TM practices in public sector organizations.

### 3.1 Research questions

For this research on TM in the Romanian public sector, we attempted to address four research questions as follows:

- **Research Question 1 (RQ1):** What philosophical approach to TM predominates among public sector organizations?
- **Research Question 2 (RQ2):** What effects does TM have on employees’ responsibilities and performance?
- Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do public sector organizations identify, select and recruit, the talents they need?
- Research Question 4 (RQ4): How do public sector organizations identify and develop the talents they need?

4 Methods

To arrive at the answers to the research questions, we followed the guidelines recommended by Eisenhardt (1989). The grounded theory approach proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) when compared to Eisenhardt’s (1989) preposition differ primarily in that the latter calls for a more meticulous preparation of the research questions and assumptions regarding the state of the knowledge (i.e., constructs and relationships) as well as the various forms of data analysis that are carried out (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1997).

We have chosen this approach, as while the TM discipline is fairly new, its impact and influence in public sector organizations remain an understudied area (Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). Additionally, we believe it may produce biases that could undermine the findings of the grounded theory technique. Thus, in our investigation, we adhered to the highly structured Eisenhardt (1989) approach, which is still related to the grounded theory proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967).

The process of developing a theory begins with a straightforward research topic. In this case, our focus is on TM practices in public sector organizations. The next stage was to identify relevant and suitable organizations or departments in the public sector where components of TM practices can be studied. In Romania, we selected a mix of public sector departments and organizations that operated at the municipal level for our case studies. Respondents were employees drawn from a wide cross-section of public administration in Romania. One hundred and thirty-nine employees were surveyed from municipal offices, social care services, statistical offices and the mayor’s office across multiple cities in Romania.

These entities were selected on purpose to cover as many facets of TM as possible, but with a focus on organizations that operate at the municipal level. These local entities were selected for a number of reasons. First, we wanted to first assess TM conceptualization at the municipal (local level), given the paucity of studies at this level of the public sector. Second, it was convenient to contact the organizations due to their proximity. Third, the management team of each entity was receptive to the idea of participating in the survey. Forth, and final, most of the organizations have reported varying levels of familiarity with TM practices and few had incorporated aspects of it within their broader HR practices. Consequently, we theoretically selected the organizations in a manner that satisfies Eisenhardt’s (1989) prescription.

The third phase involves creating a research questionnaire on TM in public sector organizations based on our literature review. As a result, we were able to undertake the research and collect the data using open-ended, semi-
structured interviews. To triangulate the data and thoroughly analyze the results, we asked respondents to record their responses using already-existing documents in this step. For each organization, the respondents interviewed were either department heads, supervisors, or line employees with extensive knowledge of the organization’s strategies, policies, and practices, especially regarding HR. Each interview was taped, and the information was transcribed into Word documents.

The transcribed information served as the foundation for a two-step qualitative analysis that was subsequently undertaken. First, we coded the transcripts by giving codes to different textual components. Second, we carefully examined individual cases to determine the TM practices, along with the HR policies and procedures for each entity for those instances where TM may still be relatively new to the staff. Thirdly, we analyzed the results to identify trends and differences between cases. This exercise served as the foundation for the arguments we put forward in the paper’s concluding section.

The process’s conclusion involved comparing the research findings to what was already known about TM in public sector organizations and gleaned from the literature. The conclusion of the investigation assumes a critical review of the theory, and the study is complete when newly discovered findings cannot be fully explained by prior evidence. To ensure theoretical soundness, respondents from the organizations were re-contacted in cases where the data received was incomplete or where we needed to better understand their knowledge of TM practices.

5 Results

Based on our research questions, the following responses were received from respondents and we added the subsequent discussion as follows.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What philosophical approach to TM predominates among public sector organizations?

“Based on the analysis of the responses received, generally, most organizations appear to embrace an inclusive TM approach. Employees reported that they largely receive equitable treatment from management with little to no discrimination shown between employees. This they explained extends further, with no differentiation shown either between the high-performing employees and those rated as average performers”.

The revelation that many of the public sector organizations embrace the inclusive philosophical approach to TM is probably not unexpected. This situation could be a side effect of Romania’s socialist/communist past, which emphasized the equalitarian principles and equality between individuals (Irimie, 2014). Chun and Rainey (2005) argued that an exclusive philosophical approach that regards only some employees as being talents may be less acceptable in public sector organizations due to its perception of being elitist and the perceived inequalities that it may create among employees (Chu-
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Poocharoen and Lee (2013) suggested that the inclusive approach to TM better aligns with the egalitarian culture that exists in the public sector and which seeks to foster common values among employees (Poocharoen and Lee, 2013). This has prompted some scholars to argue that given concerns about potentially discriminatory practices and the possibility of workforce differentiation among employees, the concept of inclusive talent strategies appears more suited to public sector organizational contexts (Ford et al., 2010; Powell et al., 2012).

Research Question 2 (RQ2): What effects does TM have on employees’ responsibilities and performance?

“People are strongly focused on implementing the duties according to the prescribed procedures and regulations, and in the deadline time frame. They are not at all encouraged to innovate or to do things differently. They are afraid of doing things wrong, so they expect to get procedures or clear legislation for each duty they get”.

Innovation is an essential asset of an organization that can enhance its competitiveness and give it a sustained advantage in the marketplace (Marin-Garcia et al., 2011). One crucial ingredient for innovation to take place is the competencies of its workforce, a factor alluded to by Fernandez and Moldogaziev (2013) and Marin-Garcia et al. (2011). Another critical requirement according to Goffin and Mitchell (2010) is the right environmental setting (Goffin and Mitchell, 2017). Innovation outcomes are influenced by factors such as organizational structure and culture (Goffin and Mitchell, 2017). Innovation in public sector organizations is not a fully understood topic since employees have to traverse between the practices and norms that are expected of organizations that operate under strong institutional settings (Vickers et al., 2017).

Furthermore, according to Jackson (2001), the hierarchical structure that is characteristic of bureaucracy ensures that the employees who manage the regulations and rules have clearly defined tasks (Jackson, 2001). This chain of command allows public sector managers to closely monitor the organization’s performance and effectively address problems that arise (Coyne, 2008). It is generally accepted that TM can help organizations identify and develop the competencies of its employees so that they assist the organizations to meet the current and future demands for their services (Hayton and McEvoy, 2006; Camps and Luna-Arocas, 2012). But, given a situation where TM practices are not implemented, then it is likely that this may have a negative impact on the innovative output of staff within the organizations (Vickers et al., 2017).

“Employees seemed to be motivated by the good working conditions, regular working programmes, and respected days off that their department offered.”

Some features of bureaucratic organizations may explain this. Weber submits that in a properly functioning bureaucracy, there must be duties, roles or functions for every worker and each worker must be clear about their duties, and job function and know to whom they have to report (McNamra, 2010). In addition to these prerequisites, it has been suggested that effective TM prac-
tices can aid in the development of the skills and competencies that workers need to improve their performance (Dixit and Arrawatia, 2018). Carpenter (2019) argued that motivation can be a crucial factor in helping employees to improve their performance (Carpenter, 2019). Tella (2016) supported this assertion as they view motivation as an important ingredient that can align the employee’s action to his performance (Tella, 2016). The author noted that motivation is a person’s drive or desire to perform a task of his own volition (Tella, 2016). But, motivation is multidimensional, a point highlighted by Damarasri and Ahman (2020) who asserted that a person’s motivation is enhanced if his work environment is conducive and if he feels some sense of belonging to the organization (Damarasri and Ahman, 2020).

Some theories on motivation operate on the premise that by offering employees the right opportunities and applying the appropriate stimulation, individuals will perform well and to the satisfaction of the organization (Yagyagil, 2015). Herzberg’s theory of motivation posits that a person’s motivation is composed of motivators and hygiene factors (Herzberg et al., 1959). Damarasri and Ahman (2020) explained that motivators are personal factors relating to a sense of achievement, job interest as well as the level of responsibility and scope for advancement. Whereas, hygiene factors relate to the conditions within which the persons work and the factors that influence the work environment. Damarasri and Ahman, (2020) list the eight hygiene factors as; 1) company policy, 2) working conditions, 3) job security, 4) salary and benefit, 5) job status, 6) job security, 7) office and personal life, and 8) supervision and autonomy (Damarasri and Ahman, 2020). While Tella (2016) suggested that motivation can be viewed a solution to drive higher level of performance from employees, the relationship between TM and motivation is multidimensional and a far more complex one (Tella, 2016). As such, a deeper analysis of the relationship between both constructs falls outside the scope of this research.

Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do public sector organizations identify, select and recruit, the talents they need?

When recruiting, organizations do not aim to attract the best candidates on the market. Respondents stated that the purpose is to find candidates who meet the minimum requirements and who are willing to accept the low salary that comes with the job. They stated organizations follow the legislation when advertising job vacancies, but do not put extra effort into attracting the right candidates.

Recruiting the right talent is a critical step in the TM practice of an organization. When organizations fail to exercise due care in their recruitment, they can encounter problems such as selecting unsuitable talents, poor job performance, excess cost and high levels of attrition (Cole and Kelly, 2011). While this is true for all organizations, it is especially relevant to public sector organizations that face major challenges in attracting talents due to their inability to offer competitive salaries to lure qualified candidates (Okeke-Uzodike and Subban, 2015). The authors highlighted what they saw as a trending away from the principle of meritocracy in recruitment in public sector organizations due to political considerations (Okeke-Uzodike and Subban, 2015). Ber-
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man et al. (2010) underscored the point that the effective delivery of government services requires that they hire, reward and manage good people (Berman et al. 2021). Kumar el al. (2010) asserted that good HR practices can have a positive impact on the performance of an organization (Kumar el al. 2010). McCourt (2007) echoed similar sentiments, pointing out the beneficial impact on organizations when they hire people with the right skills (McCourt, 2007). This point was emphasized by Okeke-Uzodike and Subban (2015) who noted that when executed, effectively, staff recruitment is critical to the "performance and achievement of organizational goals" (Okeke-Uzodike and Subban, 2015, p. 27).

Research Question 4 (RQ4): How do public sector organizations identify and develop the talents they need?

"The promotion system does not differentiate the best employees. The term talent is not used in the organizations that were surveyed. Instead, the universal term used is “high-performing employees”. Respondents reported that no matter the performance, each employee may move to a higher level of their job every 3 years. But, they get a higher payment (very small increase), but not increased responsibilities and no increased decision-making power. The high-performing employees get more work to do but are not rewarded accordingly for their extra work. Plus, there are no differentiating benefits for the more hard-working employees".

One of the fundamental premises of TM is that talent must be identified, cultivated, and placed in key positions that are crucial to the operations of a company (Boudreau and Ramstad, 2005). Hartmann et al. (2010) were more pointed, in positing that organizations need to first discover and identify its talent before engaging in TM (Hartmann et al., 2010). Wiblen (2016) advised that organizations must have a clear grasp of who and what constitutes talent to do this effectively (Wiblen, 2016). The essence of talent identification is that it allows organizations to funnel their scarce resource to attract, choose, develop, and keep high-potential employees who are more productive than non-high-potential employees (Farndale et al., 2022). While some scholars have debated whether an employee should be classified as a talent, proponents of TM generally agree that talent identification can have beneficial effects on the organization (Cappelli, 2008; Guthridge et al., 2008). Bjorkman et al. (2013) found that talent identification can increase employees’ affective attachment to the organization and motivate them to work harder at their job (Bjorkman et al., 2013). Meyers et al. (2013) reported similar findings, stating that individuals designated as talent by an organization generally exhibit more positive work attitudes and display a higher commitment to the organization (Meyers et al., 2013).

However, researchers like Davis and Frolova (2017) urged caution, noting that the job of identifying talents in an organization is not easy (Davis and Frolova, 2017). Dries (2013) suggested that one of the dangers in identifying talent is that subject reviews such as performance appraisals that are often used can lead to bias (Dries, 2013). Rowland (2011) argued that this method is problematic and can result in charges of unfairness and elicit resentment from
staff (Rowland, 2011). Bjorkman et al. (2013) highlighted the issue of unfavourable reactions from those employees who were not identified as talent or high performers (Bjorkman et al., 2013).

Most studies on the subject have taken place in private-sector companies and the topic thus remains understudied in the public sector (McDonnell et al., 2017). Thunnissen and Buttiens (2017) underscored this point and noted that the idea of public sector talent is in its infancy, in contrast to private sector talent (Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). Kravariti and Johnston (2019) offered a possible explanation for this, positing that public sector talent is conceptualized with a greater emphasis on the contextual setting and the guiding principles that view public service as serving the public good (Kravariti and Johnston, 2019).

Given the infancy of talent identification in the public sector generally and the communist past of Romania, it is probably not surprising that talent identification and designation remain underdeveloped areas. One of the features of communism in Romania was to promote an egalitarian work environment where all workers were treated as equals (Catana and Catana, 2012). Remnants of this legacy seemed to have remained and continue to influence the work environment in the public sector.

Weber theorized bureaucracy as being indispensable to the workings of modern society and public administration with its characteristically hierarchical structures and rational controls (Cole, 2004). He viewed bureaucracies as being the most successful kind of organizational type because they possess specialized expertise, certainty, continuity, and unity of purpose (Page and Jenkins, 2005). But, he cautioned that unfettered bureaucracy could threaten individual liberties by enclosing people in an “iron cage” of impersonal, unreasonable, and strict regulations.

Lonescu and Robertson (2016) echoed similar sentiments, noting that many European countries have experienced the negative effects of bureaucracy at multiple levels of public management, many documents, corruption in the public sector, and lack of transparency because useful information is sometimes lost in multiple forms and paperwork (Lonescu and Robertson, 2016). Lonescu (2012) asserted that Romania has a legacy of a socialist economy and an outdated bureaucracy that has hindered or slowed attempts to modernize the public service (Lonescu, 2012). It is not surprising that examples of these were unearthed in our findings.

6 Conclusion

The findings show that TM practices in the Romanian public sector are at a stage of infancy with many of its elements largely underdeveloped. These findings are not surprising since they mirror the results that researchers in other countries have found (Al Jawali et al., 2022; Ananthan, 2019; Thunnissen and Buttiens, 2017). While several of the respondents and organizations reported some familiarity with the tenets of TM, the information unearthed suggests
that the conceptualization and operationalization of TM in the public sector has a far way to go. Various factors can be advanced for this state of affairs. However, based on the reading of the literature and the data we analyzed, we posit two central prepositions for the low infusion of TM in the public sector.

Preposition 1: First, as a number of earlier scholars have mentioned, the institutional context of the public sector, which is embedded in its institutional setting and bounded by multiple institutional logics, serves as a barrier to the introduction of new HR concepts and practices, like those advocated by TM (Vandenabeele et al., 2014; Kehoe and Wright, 2013).

Preposition 2: Second, efforts to modernize and change the public sector in Romania are hindered by some lingering cultural traditions from the country’s socialist and communist past. As a result, new HR practices like TM may find it difficult to establish a strong foothold (Dixit and Arrawatia, 2018). Longley (2021) argued that due to the rigid structure that exist in bureaucracies, they offer limited flexibility to employees to deviate from these rules (Longley, 2021). The author further argued that bureaucracies are often slow to embrace new practices and adapt to changing social conditions, which may explain why new HR practices like TM have a long gestation period in civil services like those in Romania.

As attractive and beneficial TM is to many organizations, some scholars have questioned aspects of the practice and its suitability to public sector organizations. Swailes (2013) questioned whether the ethics of TM in focusing only on a small proportion of relatively high-performing employees aren’t at variance with the policies of many public sector organizations that often promote inclusiveness and equality among all its employees (Swailes, 2013).

7 Practical contribution

This paper contributes to the under-researched field of TM in public sector organizations. The results generated from this study may have some useful insights and implications for researchers, policymakers, and HR practitioners in other countries with a similar history to Romania. Much has been written about the beneficial effects of TM, but HR professionals and public sector managers may well encounter some of the same barriers to its implementation. Attracting, developing and retaining talent remain a challenge for many public sector organizations in Eastern Europe. This is against the urgent need to reform and modernize the public service to make it more efficient in the delivery of services to the public. Talent management has proven beneficial to many private sector companies and may do the same for the public service if properly implemented and operationalized. For the public sector to be transformed, it will need talented workers who are committed to service, motivated to serve the public and eager to assist the organization in delivering on its mandate. For workers, it highlighted several deeply held beliefs that they have and which may stand in the way of improving their output and embracing a new mode of working. For HR practitioners and public sector
managers, it highlighted the barriers that they will need to overcome to implement TM and get worker buy-in.

8 Limitations and research

This study has some limitations. First, only public servants in municipal administrations were surveyed. We surveyed no public servants attached to the national civil service, and it is possible that their inclusion could have generated different results. Second, there may be diversity among the different municipal administrations which was not accounted for in the study. Third, being a qualitative study done in Romania, the findings are not intended for transferability to other countries where different cultural and institutional settings may exist. Finally, the study can be considered exploratory and the sampling chosen was based on convenience. We also opted to focus on how TM is conceptualized and impacts employees at the municipal level. As such further research is required to explore it at the central government level as well as to probe reasons for some of the insights that we unearthed and to compare the extent to which these findings are mirrored by public servants in central government in other similar countries in Europe. Similarly, researchers need to investigate the benefits of TM to different stakeholders in the public sector.
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